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My Story
• Bachelor’s in Print Journalism, 

University of  St. Thomas

• Daily News Reporter & Editor

• Curiosity-Driven Storyteller

• Communications Strategist



Today’s Goals • Identifying remarkable stories

• Shaping your story

• Sharing your story





Only 
ONE TENTH
of an iceberg’s 
volume is above

the surface.



If  you really knew 
my school, you’d know…





STORYTELLING SHORTCOMINGS

We don’t get 
below the surface 

to what really matters.



STORYTELLING SHORTCOMINGS

We think everyone else
is remarkable.



What makes 
remarkable stories?



What are doing 
that’s new or a 
first?

1.
fresh

What are doing 
that reflects who 
you are?

2.
authentic

What are you 
doing that’s 
different?

3.
bold



What are remarkable 
stories in your schools?



How do you shape 
and share a story?



Understanding Reporters
• Naturally curious, skeptical
• Faced with difficult jobs
• Expected to become instant experts
• Have a job to do – tell the story
• Have an editor
• Interested in serving the community



Don’t respond 
on the spot, 
but be prompt.1



Start below 
the surface with 
the first “INCH.”2



IMPACT

NEWS

CONTEXT

HUMAN DIMENSION



Start with 

WHY WHY

HOW

WHAT

SIMON SINEK’S GOLDEN CIRCLE



Write 3 key 
messages you 
want to share. 3



Repeat and 
reinforce your 
messages.4



Bring them 
really close 
to the action.5



Have students 
and teachers 
tell the story.6



BIGGEST MISTAKE MADE



BIGGEST MISTAKE MADE

Failing to tell the 
story yourself.



87% 
of U.S. adults 
under age 50 
get their news 

on social media. 

- PEW RESEARCH
CENTER, 2017

More than half  of  
Americans ages 50 and 

older, up 10% from 2016



Time to make your real, 
remarkable pitch.



IMPACT 

NEWS

CONTEXT

HUMAN DIMENSION

GO BELOW THE SURFACE. 

What’s remarkable?





• Don’t respond on the spot
• Write 3 key messages
• Address and ease concerns
• Focus on build trusting
• Avoid using formal name

cri·sis com·mu·ni·ca·tion



Responding in Crisis

Phases
• Pre-Crisis
• Crisis Response
• Post-Crisis

Qualities
• Prompt
• Accurate
• Confident



When Media Calls …
• What’s the story about? (What is your angle?)

• What information are you looking for from me?

• Who else are you talking to for the story?

• What is your deadline? 



What would be 
a crisis in your 
school district?



Bridge or Reframe

• We don’t have all the details on that. What I can tell you is…

• I won’t speculate. What matters is…

• Great question. The important thing to remember is…

• What parents really need to know is…

• The real issue is…



Never Say…

No Comment
Viewed as hiding 
something or guilty, 
no matter what.

Off  the Record
No guarantees; 
typically sharing what 
you shouldn’t.



Quick Tips
• Stay positive—Don’t repeat the negative.

• Embrace silence—Don’t fill it.

• Watch for repeat questions—Your first answer is usually best.

• Stick to the facts—Don’t speculate, mislead or offer opinions.



Follow the 3 Cs
CONFIDENCE

What is your body 
language saying?

Key Messages
Your Subject Matter
Facial Expressions

CLARITY

Can a third grader 
understand you?

Be Clear
Be Conversational
Avoid Jargon

CONTROL

Who’s directing 
the content?

Frame
Build Bridges
Preparation Key



Remarkable storytelling 
can happen in good 
times and in bad.
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